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News From the Flight Line by Jim Orsborn
No News
Okay, so this has
got to be the coldest
start to a Winter in a
number of years.
I’ve seen a few diehards at the field,
but it seems like the
weather has been
too cold, wet or
windy almost every
day.
Pull-Pull Rigging
So now that
we’ve established
that there is nothing
new at the field,
how about having a
discussion about
How To Setup PullPull Rigging on
your winter project.
What and Why
So the first question is what exactly
is a Pull-Pull Setup
and why should it
be considered.
Well anyone who
has set up a Trainer
is familiar with a
standard push rod
control linkage
from your servo to
the control surfaces.
Well technically this
is called a Push-Pull

setup, because the
rod will push the
control surface in
one direction and
then pull the surface
in the opposite direction.
One major disadvantage of a push
rod is that even a
very stiff rod needs
to be carefully
braced or else it will
bend when it is
pushing on the control surface. Any
noticeable bend in
the control rod will
result in limited deflection of the control surface. This is
probably not a problem on a trainer, but
it is less than desirable on a real performance airplane.
So a Pull-Pull
setup overcomes the
bent rod problem by
using a pull action
to move the control
surface in both directions.
Simple Example
The following
drawing shows a
very simple PullPull setup. The dia-

Simple Pull-Pull Setup
gram shows two control horns (one on
each side of the control surface) and a
pull cable from the
control surface to opposite sides of the
servo control horn.
So using this configuration, one side
of the servo will pull
the elevator surface
up, while the other
side of the servo horn
will pull the elevator
surface down —
That’s Pull Up and
Pull Down. Sounds
pretty easy; so what
are the problems and
why are Pull-Pull setups hard to do correctly?
Pull-Pull Geometry
I don’t want to
make the discussion
too complicated, but
the key to a working
Pull-Pull setup is a
good understanding

of the geometry involved.
When the servo
control horn moves,
the increased tension
on the pull side
should cause the
control surface to
follow. Wind over
the control surface
will keep the pull
line tight, but problems will arise if the
second line gets too
tight (and causes
binding) or becomes
slack and is not
ready to pull the surface back to a neutral
position.
Looking at the
diagram above, there
will be no problems
with the setup as
long as both pull
lines are the same
length, and the servo
arm and control
horns are the same
width — a parallelogram.
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Introduction
Let’s start with a
review of the basic
single pushrod setup
shown at the top of
the page. A couple
fine points to consider.
Futaba servo contol arms have an odd
number of spines so
the angle of the arm
can be changed by
simply flipping it
180 degrees on the
servo. Pick the one
that makes the arm
perpendicular to the
servo. Then use the
radio sub trim to set
the neutral position.
At the control surface, make sure that
the linkage point is
on the hinge line.
Control Movement
The left side of the
drawing shows how
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Single Pushrod Setups
the servo linkage
should be set up for
low rate control
movement. By using
an inside hole at the
servo, there is very
little movement as
the servo rotates
around the neutral
position. This limited movement is
even further advanced by using an
outside hole at the
control surface. In
this diagram, the
control surface appears to move only
about half as much
as the servo.
On the right side
of the drawing, the
servo connection has
been moved to the
far outside hole.
Looking at the
movement example,

one can see that the
control rod will have
a much greater
movement over the
same rotation of the
servo arm. At the
control surface, the
attachment is made
at the inside hole,
again causing a
greater movement of
the surface for the
same displacement
of the control rod.
So the net effect is
that the same rotation of the servo
control horn will result in a much
greater movement of
the control surface.
Most radio systems suggest that
their servos operate
at maximum efficiency if they travel
approximately plus

and minus 60 degrees around the
neutral point. They
also suggest that the
specified torque is
measured at a point
about 1 inch out
from the servo spine.
From these numbers, it is easy to see
where a trainer will
always be using a
low rate setup to try
and utilize the full
60 degree movement
while keeping the
control surface
movement down to
maybe 10 to 15 degrees.
Suggestion:
Don’t use a high
rate setup and then
try to use your radio’s end point adjustment to tame the
flight characteristics.
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